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ABSTRACT: The forecast of tropical cyclone (TC) intensity is a significant challenge. In this study, we showcase the

impact of strongly coupled data assimilation with hypothetical ocean currents on analyses and forecasts of Typhoon

Hato (2017). Several observation simulation system experiments (OSSE) were undertaken with a regional coupled

ocean–atmosphere model. We assimilated combinations of (or individually) a hypothetical coastal current HF radar

network, a dense array of drifter floats, and minimum sea level pressure. During the assimilation, instant updates

of many important atmospheric variables (winds and pressure) are achieved from the assimilation of ocean current

observations using the cross-domain error covariance, significantly improving the track and intensity analysis of

Typhoon Hato. Relative to a control experiment (with no assimilation), the error of minimum pressure decreased by up

to 13 hPa (4 hPa/57% on average). The maximum wind speed error decreased by up to 18 kt (5 kt/41% on average)

(1 kt ’ 0.5 m s21). By contrast, weakly coupled implementations cannot match these reductions (10% on average).

Although traditional atmospheric observations were not assimilated, such improvements indicate that there is con-

siderable potential in assimilating ocean currents from coastal HF radar and surface drifters within a strongly coupled

framework for intense landfalling TCs.

KEYWORDS: Atmosphere-ocean interaction; Tropical cyclones; Numerical weather prediction/forecasting; Coupled

models; Data assimilation; Regional models

1. Introduction

Tropical cyclones (TC) are challenging to forecast. With an

increasing global population density around coastal cities

(Neumann et al. 2015) (such as the Pearl River Delta) and

projected more intense hurricanes under climate change sce-

narios (Ting et al. 2019), continued improvements to the

forecast skill is essential. Over the past few decades, track

forecasts have steadily improved (Gall et al. 2013). Intensity

predictions have also improved but at a much slower pace

(DeMaria et al. 2014; Cangialosi et al. 2020), and remain highly

challenging for rapidly intensifying TCs. Crucial model com-

ponents for intensity forecasts include correctly capturing the

initial vortex structure, moisture content and air–sea fluxes

(Zhang and Emanuel 2018). For improving the initial model

vortex the use of data assimilation (DA; Lahoz and Schneider

2014) is well established (e.g., Weng and Zhang 2012). Two

broad classes of DA algorithms exist; variational and sequen-

tial. These classes have been typically implemented as either

4D variational data assimilation (4D-Var) (Talagrand and

Courtier 1987) or as the ensemble Kalman filter (EnKF)

(Evensen 1994). For TC forecasting, the benefit of assimi-

lating atmospheric observations (satellite and in situ) within

a 4D-Var or EnKF system has been extensively studied

(e.g., Pu et al. 2019; Yang et al. 2016; Zhang and Weng 2015;

Aksoy et al. 2012; Liu et al. 2012; Torn and Hakim 2009;

Zhang et al. 2009).

Ocean–atmosphere coupled general circulation models

(CGCMs) have also shown significant improvements for TC

forecast by incorporating air–sea fluxes and ocean feedbacks

(e.g., Hodur 1997; Sandery et al. 2010; Holt et al. 2011; Doyle

et al. 2012; Yihong et al. 2013; Zambon et al. 2014; Na et al.

2015; Srinivas et al. 2016; Mogensen et al. 2017; Flaounas et al.

2018; Lengaigne et al. 2019; Zhang and Emanuel 2018).

Implementing DA into CGCMs was initially developed as

weakly coupled DA (WCDA) (e.g., Saha et al. 2006; Bender

et al. 2007; Zhang et al. 2007; Kunii et al. 2017; Karspeck et al.

2018; Laloyaux et al. 2018). WCDA only updates state vari-

ables belonging to one model component in the coupled sys-

tem. The coupler then passes information (such as the air–sea

fluxes) to and from each respective model during the forward

integration.

Very few studies have directly investigated the impact of

assimilating ocean observations on TC forecasts in a coupled

system (Domingues et al. 2019). Using an observing system

simulation experiment (OSSE) framework, Dong et al. (2017)

investigated the impact of hypothetical underwater glider as-

similation (temperature and salinity profiles) compared to a

standard suite of ocean observations (altimetry and sea sur-

face temperature) in WCDA system. They found that the as-

similation of glider observations alone did not have an impactCorresponding author: Yi Li, yli.ouc@gmail.com
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on the intensity forecast due to their limited coverage. The

combined assimilation of the standard ocean observations and

glider temperature/salinity (T/S) profiles did, however, mod-

erately improve the TC intensity forecast. This was attributed

to a better representation of the barrier layer and ocean

stratification.

A more attractive variant to WCDA is regarded as strongly

coupled DA (SCDA) (Penny and Hamill 2017). SCDA sys-

tems have one DA system that encompasses both models,

updating all state variables across model domains instanta-

neously. This methodology has been utilized for both weather

and climate models (Smith et al. 2015; Frolov et al. 2016;

Laloyaux et al. 2016a,b; Penny andHamill 2017; Laloyaux et al.

2018; Magnusson et al. 2019; Penny et al. 2019), often giving

superior results over the weakly coupled alternative.

Li and Toumi (2018) recently developed an SCDA system

with an ensemble adjustment Kalman filter (EAKF) for a re-

gional convection-permitting ocean–atmosphere model. In an

idealized TC setup, Li and Toumi (2018) showed, for the first

time, that the assimilation of ocean currents could provide

instant updates of TC winds via the prior cross-domain sample

covariance, subsequently improving TC forecasts. A robust

physical correlation between ocean currents and TC wind

speeds has been previously observed (Chang et al. 2016). This

allows for a simplified implementation of the localization

function between model components, as the length and tem-

poral scales of the surface ocean currents and the atmospheric

boundary are closely linked under high winds.

Li and Toumi (2018) envisaged how coastal high-frequency

(HF) radars observing the surface ocean currents could pro-

vide hourly surface/boundary layer updates. This is an advan-

tage over less frequent satellite observations. Furthermore,

atmospheric radars do not directly observe the critical surface

winds. Chen and Zhang (2019) recently expanded on Li and

Toumi (2018) with a case study of the rapid weakening event in

Hurricane Florence (2018). Using an OSSE framework, they

assimilated a highly idealized uniform network of sea surface

temperature (SST), sea surface height (SSH) and ocean cur-

rent velocities (U/V). They confirmed Li and Toumi (2018)

findings that the assimilation of surface currents could improve

the hurricane analysis and forecast.

In this study, we explore further the potential of an SCDA

system with a hypothetical ocean observing network in the

South China Sea (SCS) and a case study of a rapidly intensi-

fying landfalling TC, Typhoon Hato (2017). Typhoon Hato

formed as a tropical depression over the east of Luzon on

19 August 2017 and became a category-3 typhoon before

making landfall over Zhuhai, Guangdong, at 0450 UTC

23 August 2017. As Typhoon Hato advanced into the SCS, it

underwent rapid intensification (RI) of 10 kt (1 kt’ 0.5m s21)

within just 3 h (Pun et al. 2019). This RI close to landfall meant

Typhoon Hato was very challenging to forecast. Macau was

especially impacted and experienced unprecedented levels of

flooding (Li et al. 2018). In total, USD 7 billion of damage was

estimated, accompanying 22 fatalities (Zhao et al. 2020). The

Pearl River Delta has a population of 60million and, according

to the World Bank, is the largest urban megacity in the world

(World Bank 2015). Its GDP is now more than USD 1.2

trillion, and it hosts some of the world’s major ports and global

supply chains. At the same time, the delta experiences on av-

erage, five major storms per year (Chao and Chao 2012). No

other region in the world has such a combination of economic

exposure and frequency of landfall. Currently, this region does

not have the ocean current observation network proposed in

this paper. However, we will show that such a network could

bring improvements to TC predictions, and hence potential

economic benefits.

In a recent review Domingues et al. (2019) advocated the

investigation of ocean observation networks for TC forecasts,

noting the potential of targeted ocean observations ahead of

the TC (gliders, profiling floats, drifters, etc.). Therefore, our

hypothetical observation network will include a vast HF radar

network and numerous drifters ‘‘deployed’’ ahead of the TC

in a proof-of-concept idealized deployment pattern. Drifter

observations have been assimilated in several studies on ocean

forecasting (Molcard et al. 2003; Özgökmen et al. 2003;

Molcard et al. 2005; Nodet 2006; Salman et al. 2006; Nilsson

et al. 2012; Carrier et al. 2014; Muscarella et al. 2015; Coelho

et al. 2015; Carrier et al. 2016; Phillipson and Toumi 2017; Sun

and Penny 2019) but not yet explored in the context of SCDA

and TC forecasts (Domingues et al. 2019).

In the next section, we describe the coupled model, data as-

similation system, and the experiments to be performed. Then

the hypothetical observation network and ‘‘Truth’’/control

simulations are examined. We then analyze the impact of the

ocean current assimilation on the TC. We last explore the

impact on several forecasts.

2. Materials and methods

a. Numerical models

The Coupled Ocean–Atmosphere–Wave–Sediment Transport

(COAWST v3.3) Modeling System (Warner et al. 2010)

encompasses several models. In this study, the coupled

framework is composed only of the Regional Ocean Modeling

System (ROMS v3.7) and the Advanced Research version

of the Weather Research and Forecasting Model (WRF-

ARW v3.9.1.1).

ROMS is a hydrostatic, primitive equation, Boussinesq

ocean general circulation model as described by Shchepetkin

and McWilliams (2005). The model domain extends over

10.68–28.18N and 110.28–121.28E, and is rotated counterclock-

wise by 208 (latitude axis) tomaximize the ocean coverage. The

horizontal resolution is 4 km, with 20 terrain-following vertical

levels. ROMS s vertical compression parameters (control-

ling the degree of enhanced resolution at the surface and

bottom boundary layer) are hc 5 250 m, ss 5 5, and sb 5 0.4.

The vertical levels are compressed within the first 250 m of

the surface, increasing the vertical resolution of the surface

currents. Lateral boundary and initial conditions for tem-

perature, salinity, ocean current velocities, and sea surface

height were obtained from the Global Ocean Forecasting

System, version 3.1 (GOFS 3.1), 41-layer HYCOM 1
NCODA Global 1/128 Analysis obtained from the National

Ocean Partnership Program (https://www.hycom.org/dataserver/

gofs-3pt1/analysis).
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WRF-ARW is a nonhydrostatic model of the fully compressible

Euler equations as described extensively in Skamarock et al.

(2008). The model domain extends over 58–308N and 103.58–
1308E. The horizontal resolution is 6 km, with 40 vertical levels.

The highest level extends to 50 hPa. The WRF single-moment

6-class scheme (Hong and Lim 2006) is used for the micro-

physics. The RRTMG shortwave and longwave schemes

(Iacono et al. 2008) are used for the radiative forcing. The re-

visedMM5 scheme (Jiménez et al. 2012) is used for the surface

layer physics with the additional air–sea surface flux parame-

terization for high wind conditions [option one Green and

Zhang (2013)]. The Yonsei University scheme is used for

planetary boundary layer parameterization (Hong et al. 2006).

Kain–Fisher cumulus parameterization (Kain 2004) with a

modified convective trigger function (Ma and Tan 2009) was

used. Lateral boundary and initial conditions are provided by

the NCEP Global Forecast System at 0.258 resolution (National

Centers for Environmental Prediction/National Weather

Service/NOAA/U.S. Department of Commerce 2015).

The Model Coupling Toolkit (MCT) distributes fluxes

to/from each model component (Larson et al. 2005). From

WRF, the wind stress, radiation (longwave and shortwave), sea

level pressure, and heat fluxes (latent and sensible) are trans-

ferred to ROMS. From ROMS, only the sea surface temper-

ature is transferred toWRF. The coupling exchange frequency

was set to 1 per 1min.

b. Assimilation scheme: DART–EAKF under a local least
squares framework

The data assimilation algorithm is the same as in Li and Toumi

(2018), the ensemble adjustment Kalman filter (Anderson 2001)

under a two-step local least squares framework (Anderson

2003). This algorithm is utilized within COAWST via the Data

Assimilation Research Testbed (DART, version Lanai) soft-

ware (Anderson et al. 2009). DART is an open-source, mod-

ular community portable software utilized for a wide variety of

models (e.g., Raeder et al. 2012; Hoteit et al. 2013; Romine

et al. 2013; Li and Toumi 2017; Aydoğdu et al. 2018; Singh

2020). The first step to the algorithm is finding the update in-

crement in observation space Dyn, computed for each n prior

ensemble estimate of the observation variable y. This update is

achieved by applying a scalar ensemble filter (such as the

EAKF) to each observation. Once observation-space incre-

ments Dyn have been computed, the second step is to apply a

least squares fitting that distributes the observational space

increments Dyn to each model state vector xm for each n en-

semble member across each 3D model grid point i, j, z:

Dx
m,n,i,j,z

5
s(x

m,i,j,z
, y)

s(y, y)
Dy

n
, (1)

where Dxm,n,i,j,z is the update increment for ensemble member

n andmodel variablem at the longitude i, latitude j and vertical

z grid point, Dyn is the observation-space increment, s(xm,i,j,z, y)

is the prior sample covariance between prior ensemble esti-

mates of the observation variable y and each model state

vector xm,i,j,z, and s(y, y) is the prior variance of observation

variable y.

This two-step framework has many advantages, such as

computational efficiency and parallel implementation, while

providing identical results (to computational round-off) as

compared to standard implementations of the EAKF (Anderson

2003). Furthermore, strongly coupled data assimilation is sim-

ple to implement within such a framework. If prior sample

covariances across both models are available, then the obser-

vational increment computed from onemodel can be regressed

onto the other. The state variables xm need only include ocean

and atmospheric variables.

For our COAWST-DART system, as in Li and Toumi

(2018), xm is extended to include variables across both models.

For any observation that is assimilated, the following WRF

variables are updated; 3D velocity, temperature, pressure,

geopotential height, and mixing ratios of water vapor, rain-

water, cloud water, graupel, ice and snow.While in ROMS, the

3D horizontal currents, salinity, temperature and sea surface

height are updated. Figure 1 summarizes the key steps to the

COAWST-DART SCDA system.

While it may be trivial to implement SCDA in COAWST-

DART, the challenge lies in correctly defining the prior error

covariance localization between the ocean and atmosphere

variables, an area of ongoing research in SCDA [Smith et al.

2015; Sluka et al. 2016; Z. Shen et al. 2018, unpublished man-

uscript (https://doi.org/10.5194/npg-2018-50); Smith et al. 2018;

Yoshida and Kalnay 2018; Penny et al. 2019]. Covariance lo-

calization is a critical part of ensemble DA systems in order to

mitigate spurious correlations from moderate ensemble sizes

(Houtekamer and Mitchell 1998). With SCDA, the problem

is made even more complicated with the addition of cross-

domain variables to the prior error covariance. The com-

plexity arises since the atmosphere and ocean contain very

different temporal and spatial scales, allowing spurious cor-

relations to infiltrate the posterior update more easily with

suboptimal definitions (Zhang et al. 2020).

For our application, the temporal and spatial scales of the

assimilated surface ocean currents are almost entirely driven

by the TCs from the atmosphere. Under such strong wind

conditions, we can assume the scales of the surface ocean

currents and atmosphere can approximately collapse to a sin-

gle scale (i.e., the scale of the atmosphere driving the ocean

currents). The inherent connection between the ocean surface

and the upper atmosphere for our TC driven application mit-

igates the need for a more refined approach to cross-model

localization. Nevertheless, we note that the spatial and tem-

poral scales of other oceanic variables and atmospheric ex-

changes (such as SST cooling feedback) are present. Therefore,

this one-scale approach is limited to a specific proof-of-concept

of surface current assimilation for TCs (Li and Toumi 2018).

Future studies will consider the implementation of different

horizontal/vertical localization scales for each model compo-

nent and across domains [e.g., Smith et al. 2015; Sluka et al.

2016; Frolov et al. 2016; Z. Shen et al. 2018, unpublished

manuscript (https://doi.org/10.5194/npg-2018-50); Smith et al.

2018; Yoshida and Kalnay 2018; Penny et al. 2019].

Therefore, for the vertical localization within WRF (and

the cross-domain ROMS to WRF), a single Gaspari–Cohn

localization function (Gaspari and Cohn 1999) with a vertical
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half-width length scale at 20 km was implemented. This choice

reflects the influence of the surface ocean currents vertically

into the atmosphere. Green and Zhang (2013) suggested high

correlations (.0.6) between the lower-level winds and above

can extend as high as 20 km within the TC core. After a series

of sensitivity simulations and an informal investigation of

correlations (not shown), we chose a half-width radius covering

the full atmospheric column (20 km). This scale helped

achieve a smooth vertical adjustment that penetrates deep into

the atmosphere when assimilating currents directly underneath

the inner circulation of Hato. This single localization function

is used throughout the WRF domain whether the observations

are inside or outside the TC core.

Vertical localization within ROMS has not yet been

implemented within the COAWST-DART system, and

therefore, the whole water column is impacted by the sur-

face assimilation equally. This limitation is likely to cause

spurious correlations between the ocean surface and at

depth. However, any potential sampling error deeper in the

ocean model is unlikely to impact the surface currents in the

next cycle. This is because of the much longer time scales

exhibited by the deep ocean (days) as compared to the hourly

frequency of each assimilation cycle. Furthermore, the initial

spread in the deeper ocean is near zero (owing to the surface

forcing driving the spread) and will therefore provide a limited

contribution to the surface update.

The horizontal half-width radius for WRF, ROMS and

cross-domain assimilation was set equally as 150 km. This scale

was chosen to be approximately the radius of gale-force winds

(R18) of western North Pacific Ocean typhoons, ;250 km

(Sampson et al. 2017). Observation errors for the HF radar

currents and drifters currents are both set to 10 cm s21 (Li and

Toumi 2018). The observation error for the minimum pressure

dataset was set to 8 hPa. A total of 34 ensemble members were

used in the system, a computational compromise at the expense

of the overall cost of running a complex coupled ensemble

system. To improve the spread, spatially and temporally

adaptive inflation (Anderson 2007, 2009), was also applied with

standard settings among theWRF-DART community (Ha and

Snyder 2014).

The initial ensemble was created as in Torn and Hakim

(2008), Meng and Zhang (2011), Li and Liu (2009), Liu and Li

(2010), and He et al. (2019). First, the WRF initial and

boundary conditions at 1200 UTC 21 August for each ensem-

ble member are perturbed by adding random draws from

balanced background error covariance statistics of the WRF

3Dvariational data assimilation (3D-VAR) system [option 3 of

control variables (CV3), or background option; Barker et al.

2004]. The perturbed variables include the horizontal winds,

temperature, and mixing ratio for water vapor. The perturbed

WRF ensemble is then used in the coupled COAWST system,

which is integrated for 6 h (until 1800 UTC 21 August), de-

veloping divergence in TC trajectories between ensemble

members. The ROMS initial conditions at 1200 UTC 21 August

are not perturbed. In an ensemble DA system for the ocean, the

initial spread is typically created by either generating random

perturbations (Evensen 1994; Brusdal et al. 2003;Wan et al. 2008;

Li and Toumi 2017), taking random snapshots of the model state

at different integration times (Leeuwenburgh 2005; Garcia

et al. 2016) or through driving each ensemble member with a

perturbed atmospheric reanalysis (Penny et al. 2015). For this

TC application, sufficient spread in the surface ocean currents

can be achieved through the spread of TCs within the ensemble

that develops during the 6 h integration of the coupled model.

c. Observing system simulation experiment

OSSEs are performed to assess whether assimilating a can-

didate observation network could improve the track and in-

tensity of Typhoon Hato. Hypothetical observations (an HF

radar network, drifter array, and minimum TC pressure) are

extracted from an initial coupled stimulation of Typhoon Hato

(Truth). These synthetic ‘‘observations’’ are subsequently as-

similated into the model system and compared with a simula-

tion without any assimilation (CNTRL).

The coupled simulation forming the Truth was created

similarly to Chen and Zhang (2019). For their case study on

FIG. 1. A flowchart depicting the procedure of the COAWST-DART system from the initial

coupled ensemble forecast to the updated forecast.
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Hurricane Florence, Chen and Zhang (2019) performed an

initial 21-member CNTRL ensemble forecast and selected

their truth as the member with the smallest intensity and track

errors. However, if we did this, a clear landfall ocean current

bias remained (temporally and spatially). Therefore, we

modified the approach of Chen and Zhang (2019) by instead

running our COAWST-DART system, assimilating hourly

best-track TC position, minimumpressure, andmaximumwind

speed (e.g., Chen and Snyder 2007; Torn and Hakim 2009;

Zhang et al. 2014). The best-track data of Typhoon Hato was

obtained from the Joint Typhoon Weather Centre (JTWC).

Small observational errors (25 km for vortex position, 8 hPa for

minimum pressure, and 1.6m s21 for maximum wind speed)

were used in theDA system to constrain our TC strictly around

the dataset. From the resulting posterior ensemble, the mem-

ber that best matched the JTWC data was then used as the

verifying Truth. We later demonstrate that the verifying Truth

is a superior representation of Typhoon Hato as compared to

any of the CNTRL ensemble members. Three distinct datasets

are constructed from the verifying Truth.

The proposed HF radar network has complete coverage of

ocean currents along the entire coastline available every hour

(Fig. 2). This is created by interpolating the hourly Truth sur-

face currents onto a 12 km uniform grid restricted to up to

200 km from the coastline. This resolution and range are typ-

ically achievable by HF radar systems (Paduan and Washburn

2013; Mantovani et al. 2020). The resulting velocities (u, y) are

assimilated at this resolution (12 km) with no data thinning. As

far as the authors are aware, no such network currently extends

for the entirety of Southern China (Roarty et al. 2019).

However, a handful of radars are operational along southern

China (Fujii et al. 2013) providing some irregular coverage.

Additionally, Taiwan contains up to 18 radars that also par-

tially sample the SCS (Shen et al. 2019). Such observations

could, therefore, be utilized in future studies with real-time

TC events.

The proposed drifter array consists of 1000 drifters

‘‘deployed’’ in a uniform square (16-km effective resolution)

ahead of Typhoon Hato (black lines in Fig. 2). This hypo-

thetical deployment is a proof-of-concept to demonstrate the

potential benefits. The initial drifter positions are then ad-

vected by the Truth surface currents using OceanParcels v2.0.0

(Delandmeter and van Sebille 2019). The center finite differ-

ence of drifter hourly positions generates hourly horizontal

ocean current velocities (u, y) that are directly assimilated.

The minimum pressure of the Typhoon Hato within the

Truth simulation is extracted every 6 h. This dataset is intended

to replicate real-time TC guidance products that are often

assimilated by operational centers (Kleist 2011). Similar to

Heming (2016) this 6-hourly product is then linearly interpo-

lated to an hourly dataset. Informal experiments (not shown)

found the assimilation of the minimum pressure at a 6-hourly

interval did not effectively constrain the TCs in the ensemble.

Seven OSSEs are undertaken. The first three consist of the

individual assimilation of each dataset: the HF radar network

currents (HF), the drifter currents (DRIFT), and the minimum

pressure dataset (PMIN). The next two are the combined

assimilation of HF radar network and drifter currents

(HF1DRIFT) and additionally combined with the minimum

pressure dataset (PMIN1HF1DRIFT). The final two are

weakly coupled variants of the combined assimilation experi-

ments (HF1DRIFT WC and PMIN1HF1DRIFT WC). For

FIG. 2. The hypothetical observation network of the surface ocean currents at peak in-

tensity within the Truth simulation. The HF radar network is depicted in color, with the

direction of the currents overlaid in black vectors. The drifter dataset is depicted with black

lines following the position of each ‘‘deployed drifter’’ up to the current position (black dot).

The red X depicts the location of the typhoon center. The red line depicts the track for the

entire Truth simulation.
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HF1DRIFT WC, Xm in Eq. (1) is reduced to only the ROMS

variables. For PMIN1HF1DRIFTWC, Xm is adapted so that

observational space increments Dyn for one particular model

component (say PMIN) can only impact the same model (i.e.,

WRF). There is no cross model component for either WC ex-

periment. Each dataset is assimilated using a 1-h analysis cycle

throughout a 36-h simulation starting from1800UTC21August.

The same initial ensemble is used for all experiments created

from a short 6-h coupled run as previously described.

The root-mean-square difference (RMSD) between the

simulated currents in the prior and posterior ensemble (before

and assimilation) and the Truth simulation is computed to

evaluate the performance of the COAWST-DART assimila-

tion. The spread of the ensemble is also computed as calculated

in Fortin et al. (2014). We then assess the TC minimum pres-

sure (Pmin), maximum wind speed (Vmax), the radius of gale-

force (18m s21) wind (R18), integrated power dissipation

(IPD), and wind field and track errors. The integrated power

dissipation (IPD) is defined as in Wang and Toumi (2018).

We also investigate the impact on the ocean state, including

the sea surface height (SSH), temperature (SST) and sea

surface salinity (SSS). Last, we perform a suite of forecasts

(free-running COAWST simulations without any DA) from

five different initialization times for three experiments

(PMIN, PMIN1HF1DRIFT, and PMIN1HF1DRIFT WC).

We compare the relative accuracy of these forecasts (as com-

pared with the Truth TC) for all TC metrics.

3. Results

a. Truth and control simulation

Hato metrics are well captured by the Truth simulation (red

dashed line in Fig. 3). For example, over the entire simulation,

the root-mean-square error (RMSE) of Pmin and Vmax is

1.3 hPa and 8 kt, respectively. The track is well reproduced,

with an RMSE of 17 km in the last 24 h before landfall.

However, the assimilation of vortex variables (location, Pmin,

and Vmax) cannot constrain the outer circulation (R18). The

constraint on Vmax is also noticeably more variable than that

of Pmin, with relatively larger fluctuations (often over-

estimating Vmax) in the time series evolution (Fig. 3b). Our

Truth simulation of Typhoon Hato, therefore, has a smaller

scale and is more intense than the best-track data. However,

despite these differences, the Truth simulation crucially pro-

duces an associated ocean current field response at the correct

time and location. The TC within the simulation also undergoes

RI that approximately matches the best-track data (Fig. 3).

The CNTRL ensemble represents the evolution of the same

initial ensemble as used in the DA experiments, but without

any assimilation (green box and whiskers/lines in Fig. 3). For

this CNTRL, themajority of members underestimate the Pmin

and Vmax. This underestimation could be due to the limited

resolution of theWRFModel (6 km), and the large spatial spread

of the cyclones within the ensemble (Fig. 3d). Furthermore, while

the ensemble average cross-track error is small, the along-track

error is considerable (Fig. 3d). The translation speed of Typhoon

Hato is not well replicated. Compared to our Truth simulation

(with best-trackDA), theCNTRLensemble does not adequately

represent the high wind speeds and track location. Therefore, we

can conclude that the differences between the CNTRL and the

Truth are sufficient to demonstrate the effect of the assimilation

in the SCDA system.

b. DA ensemble analysis

The COAWST-DART system reduces the RMSD in the

analysis of the ocean currents by around 30%–50%. This is

FIG. 3. (a) The ensemble minimum pressure, (b) maximum wind

speed, (c) gale-force radius (R18) time series and (d) track. The

box-and-whisker plots depict the median and ensemble spread at

75% (box), 90% (smaller box), and maximum/minimum (whisker

lines). The red line depicts the Truth simulation. The black line

depicts the JTWC best-track data.
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highlighted by the time series of the current speed RMSD

between the HF1DRIFT experiment and Truth simulation

(Figs. 4b,c). The analysis is split to include all observations in

the domain (Fig. 4b) and observations only within 50 km of the

Truth TC (Fig. 4c). The posterior ensemble RMSD (dotted line

in Figs. 4b,c) is consistently lower than the prior (solid line in

Figs. 4b,c) for both analyses for each hourly cycle.

Within an ensemble DA system, consistency is achieved when

the RMSD is equal to the ensemble spread (Wilks 2011), i.e., the

ratio of the RMSD and spread is equal to 1. Variation from this

equality results in an ensemble that is either under or over-

dispersed. When computed for all observations in the domain,

theHF1DRIFT ensembles are generally under dispersed (black

lines in Fig. 4d), which suggests the system is underfitting most of

the observations. The TC acts as the primary driver of spread for

the ocean currents, hence isolating the performance of the DA

system locally. For example, in the initial ensemble, the majority

of the spread is located near the initial cluster of TCs (Fig. 4a).

Nevertheless, despite a larger spread, the localized consistency

(computed for observations within 50km of the Truth TC) ex-

hibits large variability, mostly dominated by underdispersion and

only occasionally reduces to one (red lines in Fig. 4d).

We next explore typical cross-domain correlation structures

within the HF1DRIFT prior ensemble at peak intensity.

These correlations is used to form the sample error covariance

s(xm,i,j,z, y). Prior cross-domain correlations will reveal what

unassimilated variables could be impacted (i.e., 3D atmo-

sphere) during the assimilation cycle. Covariances are not ex-

amined because variables with large variances dominate prior

sample covariances of the coupled state vector. For a fixed

location of a single point in the ocean (black dot in Figs. 5a,d,g)

the correlations between the ROMS zonal ocean surface cur-

rent U and full 3D WRF U winds, V winds, and 2D surface

pressure (PSFC) are examined over the entire horizontal and

vertical i, j, z domain. This correlation is multiplied by the same

Gaspari–Cohn localization function as used within COAWST-

DART (dashed lines in Figs. 5a,c,d,f,g) with horizontal and

vertical half-widths of 150 and 20 km, respectively. The linear

regression of the strongest correlation within the domain is also

displayed for each WRF variable (Figs. 5b,e,h).

While we only examine the correlation of the surface current

with three WRF variables, cross-domain correlations with

other atmospheric variables (3D temperature, geopotential

height, and mixing ratios of water vapor, rainwater, cloud

water, graupel, ice, and snow) are present and adjusted in

COAWST-DART during assimilation.

The strongest correlation for the ROMS zonal (U) surface

current in the HF1DRIFT prior ensemble is with the WRF U

FIG. 4. (a) The standard deviation of the surface current speed (cm s21) in the initial ensemble at 1800UTC 21Aug. Green dots indicate

the positions of the TC within the ensemble. (b) The time series of the RMSD between the ocean current speed for the HF1DRIFT

experiment and the Truth currents calculated for all assimilated observations within the entire domain (black lines). The prior and

posterior RMSD are displayed as solid and dashed lines, respectively. The ensemble spread of HF1DRIFT surface currents is also

displayed in red on the same axis. (c) As in (b), but calculated only for observations within 50 km of the Truth TC center. (d) The ratio of

the surface current RMSD and spread (consistency) for the HF1DRIFT experiment. The prior and posterior consistencies are displayed

as solid and dashed lines, respectively. The black lines represent the consistency calculated for all observations within the full grid and red

lines for within 50 km of the Truth TC center.
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surface winds (Figs. 5a–c), with a maximum Pearson correla-

tion of 0.95. This strong positive correlation pattern (.0.8) is

centered within 100 km of the fixed ROMS U location. A

weaker negative correlation is also located to the southwest,

creating a dipole structure in the correlation field. This dipole

structure suggests both an enhancement in the cyclonic

circulation and shifting of the TC vortex to the southwest if the

assimilation at the fixed point enhances the negative zonal

current U. The strong positive correlation at the surface ver-

tically extends up to 15 km (Fig. 5c). This demonstrates the

deep vertical structure of Typhoon Hato at peak intensity,

indicating our choice of a deep vertical localization is

FIG. 5. The correlation of theHF1DRIFT prior ensembleROMS zonal surface currentU at a single fixed point in the ocean (black dot)

and the full 3DWRF (top)U and (middle)Vwinds and (bottom) 2D surface pressure (PSFC) examined over the (a),(d),(g) horizontal and

(c),(f) vertical domains. The 3 symbol represents the location of the strongest correlation within the spatial pattern. Also shown is

(b),(e),(h) the associated linear regression between the ROMS zonal surface current (black dot) and variables located at the 3 symbols.

The dashed lines in the spatial correlation field represent the localization function applied to the global correlations from the single

fixed point.
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reasonable. For the correlation of the ROMS U surface

current with the WRF V wind (Figs. 5d–f), a dipole pattern is

also present. This suggests a cyclonic circulation/TC shift similar

to that with the correlation with WRF U winds. The correlation

of ROMS U surface current with WRF surface pressure (PSFC)

resembles a distinct dipole. An enhancement of negative zonal

currentU at the fixed point will hence produce a deepening of the

pressure to the south west shifting the vortex. This is dynamically

balanced with the WRF U and V wind correlation structures.

We next explore the direct impact of assimilating ocean

currents on the WRF Model for the HF1DRIFT experiment

at the peak intensity cycle (0300 UTC 23 August) (Fig. 6).

During this cycle, the assimilation of the ocean current dataset

produces a distinctive positive zonal current increment (Fig. 6c).

This increment, in turn, weakens the westward zonal current in

the prior (Fig. 6a), shifting the entire cyclonic circulation slightly

westward in theposterior (Fig. 6b). Inertial oscillations are present

in theHF radar dataset and could be contributing to the formation

of the positive increment. After the assimilation, the posterior

mean (Fig. 6b) agrees more with the Truth simulation currents

(Fig. 6d) than the prior (Fig. 6a). This ocean current increment is

regressed onto thewind vectors [viaEq. (1)] constructing thewind

increment (Fig. 6g), similar in shape to the ocean increment

(Fig. 6c). This both intensifies TCs within the ensemble and im-

proves the spatial distribution of the wind field. The posterior

mean of winds (Fig. 6f) is now remarkably similar to that of the

Truth simulation (Fig. 6h). Without the strongly coupled DA

system, no such increments are produced in the wind field

(not shown).

The assimilation of either the hypothetical HF radar or

drifter observed surface currents is also able to produce

marked improvements in the TC metrics (track, Pmin, Vmax,

R18, and IPD) as compared with the CNTRL and WC ex-

periments (Fig. 7). Comparing the HF, DRIFT and combined

HF1DRIFT experiment specifically, the latter combination

reduces the average error the most for the majority of TC

metrics (Figs. 7a,c,e,g,i). As compared with the CNTRL, the

HF1DRIFT experiment exhibits a time-average absolute

mean ensemble error reduction of 78% in track (75 km), 57%

in Pmin (3.8 hPa), 41% in Vmax (5 kt), 54% in R18 (17 km),

and 70% in IPD (0.4 TW).

In general, the HF radar dataset provides substantial im-

provements in all TC metrics over the CNTRL near the

coastline. The drifter dataset provides improvements in the

Pmin and Vmax over the CNTRL farther afield. This im-

provement is evident in the time series evolution of each ex-

periment (Fig. 8). In the mean ensemble Pmin and Vmax error

(Figs. 8a,c), the DRIFT experiment exhibits a much earlier

improved estimate over the CNTRL as compared to HF ex-

periment (10 h into the simulation, i.e., 22 h before the land-

fall). This is not surprising as the TCs in the ensemble are

impacted by the drifters first, and the spatial extent of the

drifters is larger than that of the HF radar (Fig. 2). The HF

experiment only improves over the CNTRL for Pmin and

Vmax after 24 h when the TC crosses into the vicinity of theHF

radar (dashed vertical line in Fig. 8). After a small adjustment,

the HF experiment ultimately improves over the DRIFT

experiment.

FIG. 6. The HF1DRIFT ensemble mean (a),(e) prior; (b),(f) posterior; (c),(g) increment; and (d),(h) Truth simulation at the peak

intensity assimilation cycle 0300UTC 23Aug for the ensemblemean (top)ROMS surface current speed and velocity vectors and (bottom)

WRF 10-m wind speed and velocity vectors. The red 3 depicts the position of the vortex within the nature run to which each frame is

centered spanning6100 km. Increments are split into the U components (shaded color contours) and V components (line contours, with

dashed lines representing negative values and solid lines representing positive values). Overlaid in the increments (gray) is the coverage of

assimilated data. The black and red stars depict the location of the maximum wind speed in the HF-DRIFT prior and posterior ensemble

(Truth simulation), respectively.
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Interestingly, for the size (R18), the DRIFT experiment exhibits

an average improvement over the CNTRL on par with the

HF1DRIFTexperiment (55%) (Fig. 7d).However, despite having

the lowestR18 error reduction on average, theDRIFT experiment

overestimates the R18 between 5 and 24h by up to 20km (Fig. 8c).

For HF1DRIFT, a smooth transition from the drifter’s in-

fluence to the HF radar’s influence is achieved. However, for

some metrics (Vmax, Pmin Figs. 8a,c) this combination can be

detrimental over the individual assimilation of the HF radar.

At peak intensity, the largest reduction in error for almost all

TCmetrics is found in theHF experiment (Figs. 7b,d,f,h,j). The

HF experiment has an error reduction of 95% in track

(136 km), 75% in Pmin (13 hPa), 93% inR18 (40 km), and 88%

IPD (0.9 TW) relative to CNTRL. The assimilation of the HF

radar dataset can constrain the overall scale (100 km) of the TC

within the Truth simulation remarkably well with just a 4-km

error in R18.

Despite such improvements for most TC metrics at peak

intensity, a substantial overestimation of Vmax (up to 20 kt)

is present for all experiments assimilating the HF dataset

(Figs. 7d and 8c,d). This can be understood in terms of the

cross-domain correlation of wind speeds with the ocean cur-

rents. While the relationship between surface winds and ocean

currents for most wind speeds is approximately linear, this is

not the case for the strongest winds speeds (.35m s21). For

these stronger winds, the drag coefficient within WRF (Green

and Zhang 2013) approaches a limiting value, as seen in ob-

servations (Donelan et al. 2004). Therefore WRF prior en-

semble members that contain TCs with large wind speeds are

likely to overestimate the wind stress–ocean current exchange

from linear regression, resulting in spurious adjustments.

The PMIN experiment demonstrates that the assimilation

of a single atmospheric point can improve the track and in-

tensity estimation (Figs. 7 and 8). As compared with the

CNTRL, the PMIN experiment exhibits an average mean en-

semble error reduction of 51% in track (49 km), 41% in Pmin

(2.7 hPa), 31% in Vmax (3.8 kt), 26% in R18 (8 km), and 33%

in IPD (0.2 TW). However, at peak intensity, the PMIN ex-

periment underestimates the intensity on par with the CNTRL

(Figs. 7d,f and 8a–d). This is due to the construction of the

interpolated hourly minimum pressure dataset. At peak in-

tensity, the PMIN experiment is assimilating a weaker mini-

mum pressure than that of the Truth TC. The coarse temporal

sampling (every 6 h) of the hypothetical ‘‘TC guidance prod-

uct’’ misses the peak. This sampling error is assimilated into the

PMIN experiment.

In combining with the ocean observations (PMIN1HF1
DRIFT), a complementary response is exhibited within the

SCDA system for the majority of metrics. As compared with

the CNTRL, the PMIN1HF1DRIFT experiment exhibits an

average ensemble mean error reduction of 79% in track

(76 km), 73% in Pmin (4.9 hPa), 47% in Vmax (5.7 kt), 56% in

R18 (17 km), and 72% IPD (0.4 TW). This is an improvement

upon the PMIN experiment of 58%, 54%, 23%, 41%, and 58%

in track, Pmin, Vmax, R18, and IPD, respectively.

The spatial wind field error as compared with the

Truth simulation at peak intensity is next evaluated (Fig. 9).

On average, the HF (Fig. 9b), HF1DRIFT (Fig. 9d) and

FIG. 7. Box-and-whisker plots depicting each experiment’s

median (black solid line), mean (black circle), and distribution

of (left) time-averaged and (right) peak intensity (0300 UTC

23 Aug) ensemble TC metric errors. The larger box edges repre-

sent the error distribution at 75%, small boxes represent the error

distribution at 90%, and whisker lines represent the error distri-

bution extending to the maximum/minimum errors. TC metrics

include the (a),(b) track; (c),(d) Pmin; (e),(f) Vmax; (g),(h) R18;

and (i),(j) IPD. Each experiment is highlighted by the following

colors; CNTRL (green), HF (blue), DRIFT (red), HF1DRIFT

(pink), PMIN (yellow), and PMIN1HF1DRIFT (brown). Both

HF1DRIFT WC and PMIN1HF1DRIFT WC are denoted by

(WC) next to their strongly coupled counterparts highlighted

in gray.
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PMIN1HF1DRIFT (Fig. 9g) experiments produce the

smallest wind field differences. This corresponds to a domain-

average (within 28 of the Truth TC) RMSD of 2.6, 2.8, and

2.7m s21. The spatial distribution of the wind field differences

(Figs. 9a,c,f) is restricted to the southeastern quadrant where

the maximum wind speed in Truth TC is located. Despite dif-

ficulties in reproducing the maximum wind speed, the spatial

pattern of the Truth wind field is well replicated.

This is contrary to the DRIFT (Fig. 9c), HF1DRIFT WC

(Fig. 9e), PMIN (Fig. 9f) and PMIN1HF1DRIFT WC

(Fig. 9h) experiments. Here, the spatial extent of the wind field

differences envelope the center of the Truth TC (red marker in

Fig. 9). This is especially evident for the HF1DRIFT WC ex-

periment with a domain-average RMSD of 12.6ms21 similar to

that of the CNTRL (Fig. 9a). The substantial differences close

to the Truth TC center (.21m s21) indicate that most en-

semble members are not correctly located as compared with

the Truth. The track error at peak intensity for the

HF1DRIFT WC experiment is 150 km on average.

The impact on the track is displayed in Fig. 10. The HF ex-

periment ensemble (Fig. 10b) initially follows a similar tra-

jectory to the CNTRL (Fig. 10a) but soon rapidly converges

upon the arrival of theHF radar coverage (gray area in Fig. 10).

In just 6 h, the ensemble mean track errors reduced from 51 to

3 km. For the rapid intensification period from 2100 UTC

22 August to 0300 UTC 23 August, the mean track error is just

4.3 km averaged over these 6 h. The drifter assimilation simi-

larly constrains the TC vortex in the ensemble (Fig. 10c) ex-

cept now over almost the entire simulation. The combined

experiment of HF1DRIFT (Fig. 10d) further improves upon

this performance, reducing the average ensemble-mean track

error from 24 km for the DRIFT experiment (33 km for HF) to

18 km, a 75% improvement over the CNTRL. For the PMIN

experiment, the assimilation of minimum pressure (Fig. 10f),

can constrain the ensemble reasonably well, improving the

ensemble mean track error by 52%over the CNTRL. Combining

this with the ocean observations for the PMIN1HF1DRIFT

experiment (Fig. 10g) improves the track simulation on par

with the HF1DRIFT experiment (Fig. 10d). The accuracy

of the HF1DRIFT experiment is already superior to PMIN

and therefore, does not provide additional large improvements.

Besides the impact on the TC estimate, the ocean state is

also impacted by the assimilation in the COAWST-DART

system (Fig. 11). The time-averaged and peak intensity spatial

SSH, SST and SSS RMSD reveals all experiments improve

over the CNTRL. The RMSD is computed only within 100 km

of the Truth TC center to expose the ocean state influential

to (or impacted by) the TCs within each ensemble. For the

time-averaged SSH RMSD (Fig. 11a), the HF1DRIFT and

PMIN1HF1DRIFT experiments exhibit the largest reduction

over the CNTRL (64%). The correct location of TCs within the

ensemble could be driving SSH improvements, via correctly

capturing TC upwelling processes (Price 1981; Sanford et al.

1987) as also found in (Chen and Zhang 2019). This could also

explain the reduction of the SSH RMSD within the PMIN

experiment (28%). Note at peak intensity (Fig. 11d) the HF

experiment reduces the SSH RMSD the most by 77% over the

CNTRL. This is similar to TC metrics, where the assimilation

FIG. 8. Time series evolution of the mean posterior ensemble (a),(b) Pmin; (c),(d) Vmax; (e),(f) R18;and (g),(h) IPD over the entire

36-h simulation for the CNTRL (solid green line), HF (solid blue line), DRIFT (solid red line), HF1DRIFT (solid pink line),

HF1DRIFT WC (solid gray line), PMIN (solid yellow line), PMIN1HF1DRIFT (solid brown line), and PMIN1HF1DRIFT WC

(dashed gray line). The Truth simulation is depicted with a dashed black line. The right-hand axis in each figure depicts the distance to

the coastline (km) and is shown by the solid black line. The vertical dashed line depicts the time at which the Truth TC is directly over

the HF radar observations.
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of the HF radar near the coastline strongly constrains the

system. For the time-averaged SST RMSD (Fig. 11b), each

experiment exhibits a similar improvement over the CNTRL

as the SSH RMSD. Here, the HF1DRIFT and PMIN1HF1
DRIFT experiments reduce the SST RMSD by 70%. Finally,

for the time-averaged SSS RMSD (Fig. 11c), the experiments

with the largest reduction as compared to the CNTRL are

those assimilating the HF radar network (71%).

The first weakly coupled experiment, HF1DIRFT WC

(gray solid and labeled in Figs. 7, 8, 10, 11) still produces small

average intensity improvements upon the CNTRL (3%–10%)

but cannot provide the degree of improvement as in the

strongly coupled variant (41%–57%). This is because the cross-

domain increments directly impacting the atmospheric vari-

ables are not implemented, with the TCs within the ensemble

left unconstrained. Instead, only variables within ROMS are

adjusted (such as the SST, SSH and salinity). The track

therefore (Fig. 10d) evolves similarly to the CNTRL (Fig. 3d),

resulting in an error of up to 150 km. Furthermore, as a result of

the large spread between ensemble members, the spatial wind

field error at peak intensity is also substantially large (Fig. 9d)

with a domain-average mean ensemble RMSD of 12.6m s21

(Fig. 9d). However, the HF1DIRFT WC experiment can im-

prove the ocean state significantly over the CNTRL. For ex-

ample, the SSHRMSDofHF1DIRFTWCexhibits a reduction

of 47%. This is also in agreement with Carrier et al. (2016) and

Phillipson and Toumi (2017) who showed that the assimilation

of ocean currents could constrain the SSH.

The second weakly coupled experiment, PMIN1HF1DIRFT

WC (gray dashed and labeled in Figs. 7, 8, 10, and 11) evolves

almost identically as to the PMIN experiment indicating the

ocean observations cannot did not constrain the atmospheric

variables. Instead only the PMIN dataset impacts atmospheric

variables as also in the PMIN experiment. However, marginal

improvements upon the PMIN experiment for the intensity and

track are evident (2%–8%). An improved ocean state (Fig. 11) is

likely to have provided a small benefit to the coupled TC system as

in Dong et al. (2017). Nevertheless, this improvement is signifi-

cantly smaller as compared with the improvement exhibited by the

strongly coupled counterpart PMIN1HF1DRIFT (23%–58%).

c. Forecasts

Figure 12 shows the evolution of the PMIN, PMIN1HF1
DRIFT, and PMIN1HF1DRIFTWC forecasts. For the Pmin

predictions, all five PMIN1HF1DRIFT forecasts are closer to

the Truth TCPmin at peak intensity, improving over the PMIN

forecasts by 4%–32% (1–5 hPa) and over the WC forecasts by

6%–33% (2–7 hPa).

For the Vmax predictions, the majority of the PMIN1HF1
DRIFT forecasts (0600 UTC 22 August, 1200 UTC 22 August,

1800 UTC 22 August, 0000 UTC 23 August) are also closer to

the Truth TC than the PMIN and WC forecasts by 5%–31%

(1–7 kt). For the 0000 UTC 22 August forecast, the Vmax is

slightly less accurate and cannot improve upon the PMIN or

WC forecast predictions.

For the R18 and IPD predictions, the performance of the

PMIN1HF1DRIFT early forecasts (0000 UTC 22 August,

0600 UTC 22 August, 1200 UTC 22 August) is variable, with

the PMIN forecasts often closer to the Truth TC. However, for

the 1800 UTC 22 August and 0000 UTC 23 August PMIN1
HF1DRIFT forecasts, the availability of the HF radar vastly

improves the prediction of R18 and IPD (up to 76%).

FIG. 9. The average spatial wind errors (shaded contours) at peak intensity (0300UTC 23Aug) for the posterior ensemble of the (a) CNTRL,

(b)HF, (c)DRIFT, (d)HF1DRIFT, (e)HF1DRIFTWC, (f) PMIN, (g) PMIN1HF1DRIFT, and (h) PMIN1HF1DRIFTWCexperiments

as comparedwith the Truth simulation.Overlaid as a white contour is the average spatial pressure errors. The red3 depicts the position of

the vortex within the nature run to which each frame is centered spanning 6100 km.
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For the track predictions, the PMIN1HF1DRIFT forecasts

improve the position of the peak intensity as compared to the

PMIN and WC forecasts (15%–56%). However, this is mostly

due to the improvements in along-track error rather than the

cross-track error, which tends to increase. This results in a

southward bias for the location of the peak intensity.

4. Discussion

The assimilation of ocean currents observed by drifters

(assuming complete coverage in the SCS) and (or) observed

by HF radar (near the coastline with improved resolution)

could significantly improve estimates of Typhoon Hato. This

result is complementary to both Li and Toumi (2018) and

Chen and Zhang (2019) finding improvements in TCs esti-

mates in an SCDA system. Strong cross-domain correlations

in the surface ocean currents and the winds above can be fully

utilized within the sample covariance to reverse engineer the

influence of TC winds on the ocean. This unlocks the broad

potential of TC information contained within ocean current

observations. The high temporal resolution of ocean current

observations (hourly) is particularly useful for capturing

Typhoon Hato’s rapid intensification near landfall, pro-

ducing track, intensity, and size improvements.

The track errors are substantially reduced when the HF ra-

dar observations become in range of the TC. The drifter as-

similation can also exhibit track improvements far from the

coastline. This surface ocean current data assimilation could,

therefore supplement current satellite-based estimates for

rapid and increased vortex position accuracy (Zhao et al.

2020). Despite improvements in the track and intensity, the

drifter assimilation tends to overestimate the radius of gale-

force wind for the majority of the simulation. This result

contradicts our expectation that the large spatial extent of the

FIG. 10. TheTC trackswithin the (a)CNTRL, (b)HF, (c)DRIFT, (d)HF1DRIFT, (e)HF1DRIFTWC, (f) PMIN, (g) PMIN1HF1DRIFT,

and (h) PMIN1HF1DRIFT WC posterior ensemble. The Truth simulation is overlaid as a black solid line.
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drifter assimilation would be able to constrain information on

the outer circulation (Fig. 2). We suspect the effective hori-

zontal resolution of the drifters (16 km) could be too coarse to

adequately constrain the true scale of the TC in the Truth

simulation. Nevertheless, in our case of a rapid-moving ty-

phoon, coverage beyond the HF range is beneficial for better

track and intensity estimates.

For a real deployment of this scale, challenges remain in

postprocessing the drifter location data in real time, as well as

successfully collecting the data under hurricane conditions

(Goni et al. 2017). The LASER drifter campaign (Haza et al.

2018) has shown that cheap, biodegradable drifters on the or-

der of 1000 are feasible (Novelli et al. 2017). For the LASAR

campaign, Novelli et al. (2017) specifically designed a low-cost

drifter with 80% biodegradable material. Using this design,

they deployed 1100 units into the Gulf of Mexico. To deploy

such an array in the SCS (as proposed in this paper) could cost

on the order of USD 1–2 million (NOAA Office of Ocean

Exploration and Research 2005). However, we acknowledge

that the optimistic coverage of drifters outlined in this study

(e.g., the wide, dense, and instantaneous distribution) would be

difficult to achieve, and is instead a proof-of-concept. For a

future real-time forecast, targeted deployment could aid in

dispersing the initial drifters to achieve a similar coverage

(Poje et al. 2002). If deployed early, the drifters could be of use

for the whole duration of the main TC season (July to

September). Furthermore, each TC event would naturally ex-

pand the spatial coverage of the drifter array.

The HF radar dataset we envisaged along the entire southern

coast of China is technically achievable. An excess of 60 radars

would need to be built, costing more than USD 30 million

(Anderson 2014). It would have benefits for multiple typhoon

forecasts, as well as oil spill tracking and rescue operations.

Nevertheless, it is difficult to estimate the exact cost–benefit of

an improved intensity analysis and forecast.

A weakly coupled system cannot provide such dramatic

improvements in TC metrics as we show for the strongly cou-

pled system. This result is similar both that found in Li and

Toumi (2018) and Chen and Zhang (2019). The instant cross-

domain correlation update via the prior sample covariance

works remarkably efficiently because the TC winds govern the

surface currents. For example, a typical strongly coupled

operational DA system would usually suffer from dramatic

differences in temporal and spatial scales between ocean

and atmosphere. This dissonance would require significant

modifications to the prior cross-domain sample covariance

via reconditioning and (or) specific tuning of localization

techniques [Smith et al. 2018; Z. Shen et al. 2018, unpublished

manuscript (https://doi.org/10.5194/npg-2018-50); Penny

et al. 2019] or an interface solver (an approximation to the

SCDA problem) (Frolov et al. 2016). However, for TCs and

ocean current assimilation, the strongly coupled data assimi-

lation problem is simplified. Even when the spread of the en-

semble vortex position is minimal (,10 km), the dramatic

difference between wind speeds inside the eyewall (50m s21)

and eye (6–10m s21) creates sufficient spread in the ocean

FIG. 11. Box-and-whisker plot depicting each experiment’smedian (black solid line), mean (black circle), and distribution of (top) time-

averaged and (bottom) peak intensity (0300 UTC 23 Aug) ensemble ocean state RMSD (as compared with the Truth ocean state)

computed only within 100 km of the Truth TC center. Ocean states include the (a),(d) sea surface height; (b),(e) sea surface temperature;

and (c),(f) sea surface salinity.
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surface variables being forced by the winds. The correlation

then forms instantaneously, allowing an update to the wind

speeds for a particular ocean current observation.

However, for the case of extreme wind speeds and the as-

sociated nonlinearity for ocean currents drag (Donelan et al.

2004), we identified the need for an improved regression

technique. Future applications could consider nonlinear cross-

correlations updates, such as the rank regression algorithm as

described by Anderson (2019). Despite this limitation, the

linear correlations are shown to provide an extremely effective

way of updating the atmospheric model variables, shifting the

TC vortex and enhancing the intensity.

While the results presented in this study are promising,

clearly more atmospheric observations (dropsondes, coastal

or airborne radar, and atmospheric motion vectors) are as-

similated either operationally or experimentally (e.g., Pu et al.

2008, 2009; Weng and Zhang 2012; Dong and Xue 2013).

Assimilating a full suite of atmospheric observations is be-

yond the scope of this study. Nevertheless, we can still dis-

cuss possible outcomes. The operational forecast error for

FIG. 12. Five ensemble forecasts for the PMIN1HF1DRIFT (brown lines/box), PMIN (yellow lines/box), and PMIN1HF1DRIFT

WC (gray dashed lines/box) experiments initialized at (a) 0000 UTC 22 Aug, (b) 0600 UTC 22 Aug, (c) 1200 UTC 22 Aug, (d) 1800 UTC

22 Aug, and (e) 0000 UTC 23 Aug. TC metrics displayed include the (top) Pmin, (top middle) Vmax, (middle) R18, (bottom middle)

IPD, and (bottom) tracks. The box-and-whisker plots depict the median and ensemble spread at 75% (box), 90% (smaller box), and

maximum/minimum (whisker lines). The red dashed line depicts the Truth simulation. The star symbol highlights the mean ensemble TC

metric (rows 1–4) and track position (bottom row) at peak intensity (0300 UTC 23 Aug) for each forecast.
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rapid intensified TCs is 10.8 m s21 (Leroux et al. 2018),

similar to the error from the assimilation of TC minimum

pressure in this study. When ocean currents are assimilated

the error can be further reduced by up to 3.6 m s21, alluding

to the possible improvement in an operationally setting. We

strongly encourage future investigations of SCDA systems

for TC research to employ real ocean current and atmospheric

data to test these possibilities.

5. Conclusions

The assimilation of ocean currents has been shown to im-

prove estimates of the track, intensity, and overall spatial wind

distribution of Typhoon Hato. A combination of (or individ-

ually) assimilating hypothetical coastal HF observations,

drifter float currents, and minimum surface pressure was ex-

amined. Significant benefits (with a reduction of error similar

to the order of current operational forecast error) were exhibi-

ted in the analysis and subsequent forecasts for TC intensity and

track metrics. This is achieved through the prior cross-domain

sample covariance via strongly coupled data assimilation. Such a

system is especially useful for intense TCs with fast translation

speeds. The coastal HF observations and drifter floats provide

different benefits to the system. A dense network of drifters

could provide coverage farther away from the coast where the

HF radar network operates effectively. Such an observation

network could be incredibly beneficial for exposed areas with

large populations such as the Pearl River Delta.
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